More on Adenrele Awotona’s Scholarship

Chapters in Books


Conference contributions


Recent Keynote, Plenary and Featured Speeches

Awotona, Adenrele (2017). *Environmental Health, Poverty and Disaster Risk Reduction*, an invited Keynote paper presented at the 2nd World Congress on Medical Sociology & Community Health, September 25-26, Atlanta, USA

[https://www.umb.edu/news/detail/umass_boston_professor_delivers_a_keynote_paper_at_a_world_congress_in_atla](https://www.umb.edu/news/detail/umass_boston_professor_delivers_a_keynote_paper_at_a_world_congress_in_atla)


[https://www.umb.edu/news/detail/umass_boston_professor_delivers_keynote_paper_at_a_global_conference_in_bri](https://www.umb.edu/news/detail/umass_boston_professor_delivers_keynote_paper_at_a_global_conference_in_bri)


[https://www.umb.edu/news/detail/umass_boston_professor_contributes_to_deliberations_on_post_war_reconstruct](https://www.umb.edu/news/detail/umass_boston_professor_contributes_to_deliberations_on_post_war_reconstruct)


[http://www.umb.edu/news/detail/post_disaster_reconstruction_expert_delivers_major_papers_in_s._america](http://www.umb.edu/news/detail/post_disaster_reconstruction_expert_delivers_major_papers_in_s._america)

Awotona, Adenrele (2014). *Partnerships for Disaster Risk Reduction through Education and Training*, Invited paper presented at the Latin American Regional Forum on Disaster Risk Reduction in Higher Education” sponsored by the United States Agency for International Development (USAID), the United Nations International Strategy for Disaster Reduction (UNISDR), and Centro de Investigacion Vulnerabilidades y Desastres Socionaturales (CIVDES), Bogota City, Colombia, November 24-26

[http://www.umb.edu/news/detail/post_disaster_reconstruction_expert_delivers_major_papers_in_s._america](http://www.umb.edu/news/detail/post_disaster_reconstruction_expert_delivers_major_papers_in_s._america)

Awotona, Adenrele (2014). *The Dream: Poverty Reduction through Disaster Preparedness and Mitigation*, Keynote Address at the City of Somerville Martin Luther King Jr. Day Celebration, January 20, 2014

[http://www.umb.edu/news/detail/umass_boston_professor_delivers_address_on_poverty_reduction](http://www.umb.edu/news/detail/umass_boston_professor_delivers_address_on_poverty_reduction)

Awotona, Adenrele (2013). *Center for Rebuilding Sustainable Communities after Disasters (CRSCAD): Its profile*, A presentation to a visiting high-level delegation from Russia’s National Emergency Management Agency, EMERCOM, at the invitation of the United States Department of Homeland Security’s Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA). The visit by the Russian delegation, led by Minister Shoigu and Deputy Minister Tsailikov, took place at FEMA Region I headquarters in Boston, April 11th
http://www.umb.edu/news_events_media/news/mccormack_director_briefs_russian_delegation_on_emergency_management

Other Publications and Presentations


http://www.umb.edu/news_events_media/news/awotona_speaks_at_the_national_conference_on_science_policy_and_the_environment

Awotona, Adenrele (2012). *Rebuilding Erbil with Quality; Rebuilding Erbil Sustainably*, a paper presented at the Erbil Forum’s 2nd international conference on “Sustainable Urban Transportation in the city of Erbil,” University of Salahaddin, Erbil, Iraq, March 31


Awotona, Adenrele (2009). *Post-war Recovery and Rebuilding: Equality in dignity, Restoration of livelihoods and Demobilized girl-soldiers*. A public lecture-workshop presented at the Second Session of *The Edge: Planning for Climate Change, Planning for Disaster: Local and International Perspectives (Urban and Regional Conversations)* at Boston University. The event was hosted by the Graduate Programs in City Planning and Urban Affairs at Boston University, Tuesday, 20 October.


**Major Recent Workshops and Seminars led by Adenrele Awotona globally**

**Awotona, Adenrele** (2017). *Post-War Reconstruction in Iraqi-Kurdistan: The roles of Architects and Civil Engineers*, Salahaddin University-Erbil, Iraq, February 23

**Awotona, Adenrele** (2012). *Post-Disaster Reconstruction - The roles of Governments, multilateral Agencies and the Private Sector in Indonesia*, Airlangga University, Surabaya, Indonesia, June 20

**Awotona, Adenrele** (2012). *Post-Disaster Reconstruction - The roles of Non-Governmental Organizations/Humanitarian Agencies and the U.S. Government*, Airlangga University, Surabaya, Indonesia, June 18
Awotona, Adenrele (2012). The role of the Geographic Information Systems (GIS) in the holistic development of urban areas, University of Salahaddin, Erbil, Iraq, April 1. The Workshop looked at urban configurations as data layers for GIS description and analysis, land-use planning, transport and settlement patterns and spatial depiction of urban development forms. The participants included Iraqi senior government officials, graduate students and university personnel as well as academics and practitioners.

Awotona, Adenrele (2011). Rebuilding Sustainable Communities for children and their families after the April 2011 Tornado in Tuscaloosa, Jefferson County (Birmingham, Pleasant Grove and Fultondale) and environs, University of Alabama, Tuscaloosa, June 28th-July 1st. This community participatory workshop on Community-based needs’ assessments had three main objectives: An assessment of the impact of the April tornado on the lives of children; Community evaluation and prioritization of children’s needs in Tuscaloosa, Jefferson County (Birmingham, Pleasant Grove and Fultondale) and environs; and, the development of a Community’s Charter – a child-centered action plan for disaster risk reduction by the community.

Major Interview Published in a National Newspaper

“Hope remains to build a new, better country (Haiti),” Boston Herald, Boston, USA, January 17, 2010, p.9

###